THE AMERICAN MELTDOWN
Petitioner’s estimate of USA’s “Royal-Class” is
30,000 (.01%); his estimate of its “Lords-Class” who
mainly enforce demands of (.01%) on to the U.S.
population, is around 300,000 (.09%); his estimate
of the “Operator-Class” (0.9%), operating for the
gain of all the above, is around 3,000,000, thus
leaving the bulk of the chronically drained 300+
million (99%) in the class of “Subjects”, who have
to struggle, just to make a living.
The Bretton Woods Agreements Act, Title 22
U.S.C. §286 (July 31, 1945) initiated the global
American counterfeiting of U.S. dollars. Since
1945, in order to compel the world to continue
accepting its counterfeit currency, the U.S. has
resorted to relentless attacks on sovreign nations,
while chronically creating artificial warfare
(always under false pretexts), followed with
permanent occupations of most of those
countries. As an example, having realized the
worthlessless of the U.S. dollar, Iraq, Venezuela,
and Libya, had all begun rejecting U.S. dollars in
exchange for their oil exports, because it resulted
in them endlessly subsidizing U.S.A. Soon
thereafter, all those countries were attacked.1

1 Google: "Allen Roland's blog- Follow the money, it's all about
petrodollars" ; Also Google: "Petrodollars videos"
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If the majority of soverign nations were to
downgrade the U.S. dollar to its real vlaue, of less
than ONE CENT, then the following events would
most likely occur: the U.S. dollar would quickly
lose its false global-reserve-currency status; most
wars and human sufferings would come to a halt;
the colassal debts of the world and America’s
(99%), as created by the above $1 quadrillion
counterfeit would quickly dissipate. The only
unhappy group would be the top (0.1%) because
over 90% of their counterfeit wealth, created last
decade, would vanish with such a dollar
devaluation.2
As one reaction, the (.01%) Royal-Class, who
can discard elected officials on demand (as they
did with Elliot Spitzer), may enforce martial law in
the U.S., as they were about to do in 2008, when
legislators did not quickly approve their
demanded bailout packages, which were
subsequently passed, under the gun of (.01%).3

2 Writer believes that the famous “Military-Industrial- Congressional
Complex ” enterprise, against which President Eisenhower warned, is
the above 0.1% (330,000), with their uninterrupted operations of
draining the U.S. and the world’s population of their wealth, under
color of law (in U.S.A.), or with direct destructive attacks (overseas).
3 YouTube: “Congressman Brad Sherman: Martial Law if We Voted
No”; Also YouTube: “Obama Signs NDAA Martial Law”
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